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Access BIT Superior Court Clean-up Reports 

 

Attorney Connection Codes 

When an attorney is converted into Odyssey below the participant line, the attorney will not appear on 

calendars and will not have the ability to view the case in Portal. Follow these steps to improve your 

converted data into Odyssey and match the attorneys with their parties.  
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In the example below, on the SCOMIS Name screen, there are multiple Defendants (DEF) and Attorney’s 

for Defendants (ATD). The logic to match the attorney with the party is the number in the Litigant column. 

This number corresponds with the number following each connection code.  

Example 1:  

Attorney Connection Code: Number in Litigants Column: Corresponds to: 

ATD03 2-3 DEF02, DEF03 

 

 

Example 2:  

Attorney Connection Code: Number in Litigants Column: Corresponds to: 

ATP01 1 PLA01 

 

 

1. On the SCOMIS name screen, enter the Litigant Number that corresponds with the Party 

Connection Code.  
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2. After the next Conversion PUSH, the attorney will now appear attached to the correct party.  

Note: The Conversion PUSH is case data being drawn into the Odyssey environment before your 

county’s Go Live date.  

 

Attorney Bar Number Clean Up 

If an attorney was added to the name screen in SCOMIS WITHOUT a bar number, when the case 

converts, a new party record for the Attorney will be created in Odyssey. This can result in hundreds 

of unnecessary party records in Odyssey.  

Correct Incorrect 
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In this example, since this attorney was added in SCOMIS without a Bar Number many times, he now has 

over 1000 party records in Odyssey.  

 

1. Review the name screen in SCOMIS and check that all attorneys on the case have a Bar number 

associated to them. Verify the correct Bar Number that should be associated to this attorney. This 

will create a cleaner data in Odyssey once your county goes live.  
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Pro-Se Connections 

For Pro-Se connections to properly convert into Odyssey, the Pro-Se connection code must have a name 

IDENTICAL to the connected party. In the first example, the Pro-Se connection code “PSP01” is assumed 

to be connected to PET01 without a name linking. When converted into Odyssey, Odyssey doesn’t make 

the assumption that these parties are connected.  

SCOMIS Unassigned Pro-Se Party Converted Unassigned Pro-Se Party 

 
 

 

The example below shows a Pro-Se code with a name properly linking the connections. The two names 

are spelled IDENTICALLY. When the information converts into Odyssey, the Pro-Se code is properly 

assigned.  

SCOMIS Assigned Pro-Se Party Converted Assigned Pro-Se Party 
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Open Cases with Date of Death on Person Record  

The BIT query defaults to major case participants:  Plaintiff, Defendant, Petitioner, and Respondent with a 

date of death on the Person Record.  

The BIT report includes drop-downs to filter for case types and specific participant codes.  

Please note:  The (**Deceased**) notation in the Person Name column is coming from <     > 

Sample: 

 

Active Pending Caseload Listing Report 

The BIT query prompts for a case status As of Date, and Time Standard Category Code, e.g., case type. 

The report includes drop-down filters for Status Type and the option to limit the report to cases pending 

resolution and/or cases resolved pending completion.  

 


